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By George McMurtry

Steps involved removing several style early hubs from axles.
• First, if not already clean, -- clean the area around the hub and drum.
• Unscrew the hub cap off the rear wheel and take off axle nut. “In some cases
you may wish to keep the nut on, but backed off to the top of the axle end to
keep the axle from mushrooming. “
• Loosen up the brake shoes so the wheel and drum freely rotate. Again, make
sure the brake shoes are free from the drum!
• Clean the threads of the hub of any grease, dirt and debris and loosen up push
bolt that is in the top center of the hub puller.
• Apply a small amount of oil or better yet, a small amount of anti-seize lubricant
to protect the threads.
• Make sure puller threads are clean too and that you are using the correct
thread size in your hub puller.
• Loosen pinch bolt (some don’t use them).
• The better hub pullers, like this one, have a pinch bolt to tighten down once it is
snugly on the hub. If it is too loose tighten up the pinch bolt #1 and if it is too
tight, use the small anti pinch bolt # 2 supplied from the other threaded pinch
side end by threading it up and against pinch bolt # 1. This will allow a few
thousandths to allow the threads to go onto the hub.
• Once hub puller is on the hub, and threaded down as far as it feels it can reach
it is time to tighten the pinch bolt. “Now you are set up to pull the hub off the
axle!
• Now tighten down the push bolt until you feel a strong resistance.

• You can hold the hub puller with a wrench while tightening the push bolt down
tight.
• Walk away for a minute and come back and tighten again and give the push
bolt a few whacks with a hammer to scare the hub off the axle. REPEAT AS
NESSESARY.
• Rather than hurt anything, or if you have any questions, PLEASE call George
McMurtry for advice. 308-586-1930

